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families in their separate dwellings,, all form one house-
hold, to a large extent with a common purse and under
a common rule, is perhaps still more fitted to fetter the
mind and to obstruct progress than even caste itself.
Those who have embraced Christ as their Saviour have
often suffered more from their own kindred, dwelling
together, than from their caste brethren.
Many things tend to the disintegration of caste, such
as education, the subjection of all to the same laws, the
growing demands of commerce, and travelling' together
in railway-carriages. The attractions of the railway,
notwithstanding its disregard of class distinctions, are
irresistible. Thousands of pilgrims thus make their way
to distant shrines, though by travelling in this easy
fashion they lose the merit which suffering would bring.
When railways were constructed, a proposal was made
by leading Hindus to have separate carriages for separate
castes, but compliance with the proposal was of course
out of the question; and now high Brahmans and low
Chumars—who are never seen in the same temple even
though they worship the same gods, as the presence of a
Chumar there would be deemed a .profanation—may be
seen packed in the same carriage in as close contact as
two human beings can be. When they separate the
Brahmans have recourse to lustrations, and satisfy them-
selves the impurity has1 been washed away.
In the great Presidency cities caste is no doubt greatly
weakened. Many openly violate its rules, and are never
called to account, but these very persons take care to
maintain their caste position for certain domestic and
social purposes. Leaving these cities and a small class
scattered over the country, the mass of the people seem
as much bound by caste as they ever were, so far as its

